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Abstract (en)
[origin: WO2019069283A1] A fabric comprising a plurality of textile fibres, wherein said plurality of fibres comprises fibres that have been selected
from two groups of fibres. The first group of fibres comprises multiple fibres having a first average length, and the second group of fibres comprises
multiple fibres having a second average length, the first average length being shorter than the second average length. Further, the fibres of the first
group have a first length variance being greater than a second length variance of the fibres of the second group. Thereby, the elongation properties
of the fabric is changed in respect of the cross direction of the fabric, whilst maintaining almost unchanged strength in the longitudinal direction at
a low basis weight. The elongation properties include a controlled reduction in the cross- directional tensile strength and a corresponding increase
in cross-directional elongation, whilst still providing enough cover and longitudinal direction strength for the material to be made and formed in
industrial processes. Thus, the extension profile may be said to be engineered when using fibres of different average lengths in a fabric as disclosed.
Further, the possibility of controlling the average lengths of fibres through the right selection of groups of fibres provides a possibility of engineering
the strength in detail. More specifically, according to the present invention, a weakness is engineered in the cross direction, whereby the maximum
elongation length in said cross direction is increased compared to a conventional and comparable fabric not comprising groups of fibres selected
according to the invention.
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